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dean 'o letter: 
urom the deok ou edward mcglynn gatuney. Jr. 
Dear Alumni and Friends of VUSL, 
As with the past few issues of the Amicu6, this summer 1995 edition features in-depth articles on several of 
our outstanding VUSL alumni. We've chosen to focus on the fast-paced world of corporate law (you'll the recall 
last issue highlighted public interest law and the issue prior to that dealt with international law). 
Four VUSL alumni, scattered across the country, shared their secrets for success. Allen Andreas, '68, is 
Executive Committee and Corporate Compliance Officer for Archer Daniels Midland, the international agribusi-
ness better known as "the supermarket to the world." jay johnson, '71, serves as Vice President of the Corporate 
Staff and General Litigation Counsel for Dallas-based Texas Instruments. Richard Kippen, '56, will retire as 
Executive Vice President and North American General Counsel after 32 years with Hiram Walker u Sons in 
Walkerville, Canada. And jon Walton, '69, holds the title of Vice President, General Counsel u Secretary for the 
international specialty steel corporation, Allegheny Ludlum, located in Pittsburgh. 
I noted with interest two common strands woven throughout these men's unique stories. Each is passionate 
about his work. They love what they do and as a result they do it very well. And, each alumnus believes his 
Valparaiso education prepared him well for the challenges of working in the pressure-filled arena of corporate 
Law. 
This issue of the Amicu6 has another highlight in addition to these alumni profiles: the visit of William H. 
Rehnquist, Chief justice of the United States. He honored us with his presence during our 1995 commencement 
ceremonies. In his address to the graduating class, he admonished them to be aware of time as an expendable 
commodity and, therefore, to use it wisely. I think the Chief justice would be proud of the four VUSL grads 
featured in this issue. Though these gentleman are extremely successful lawyers, they have found the balance 
between practice, personal and family life, and pro bono commitments. Their passion for success has not 
gotten in the way of other facets of their lives. 
In that same vein, one of our long-time faculty members has decided to nurture other facets of his life. 
Professor Charles Ehren announced his retirement from teaching effective May 1995. Charles and his wife joan 
will be heading back to their roots in New York - they will be greatly missed by all of us at the School of Law. 
And finally, special thanks to everyone who supported this year's Dean's Annual Campaign. The yearly report 
is contained in this issue of the Amicu6 - I hope you're as pleased with the results as we are. 
I hope you enjoy this issue of the Amicu6 and we look forward to seeing you at a VUSL event this year! 
tht Q"liCU~ 
Challen~in~ Racism: Derrick Bell Delivers the 1995 See~ers Lecture 
T his past February, the law school community welcomed 
a self-professed agitator into its midst. Derrick Bell, 
speaker for the twelfth annual Seeger's Lecture at the School 
of Law, is a man who willingly wears the mantle of conflict. 
Leading up to the lecture itself, Bell graciously spent 
time shaking hands at a Presidential reception, dining with 
V.I.P.s at the Dean's home, and talking his way through meet-
ings and interviews with faculty, staff and students. Finally, 
he addressed a standing-room only crowd in the Tabor 
Auditorium, confronting head-on the topic of racism in 
America in his lecture "Black History and America's Fututre." 
No catchy slogans. No fist-pounding. Instead, Bell 
spoke with alternating gentleness and intensity about what 
he believes to be the root of American racism and what every 
person can do - as a lawyer and as a resident of planet 
Earth - to confront this situation honestly. 
This has become Bell's life work: challenging people to 
re-examine the American race issue and to stand in active 
opposition to it. Four books and three law schools down his 
path, Bell is still searching for better answers to the 
questions. And in the meantime, he will continue to stir the 
conversation. 
"To say I have a prophetic role doesn't sound very hum-
ble," Bell admits, "but I've been graced with experiences that 
have given me a number of outlooks on race in this country. 
And I think that, to the extent that I have a vision for where 
we really are and where we need to go as a nation, then I 
L6 an 
integral, 
permanent 
and 
i nde 6 tru ct ib l e 
component ou 
[the American] 
6ociety." 
- Derrick Bel l. Faces at the 
Bottom of the Well 
2 
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need to proselytize and put it out there. " 
Putting it out there, for Bell, means talking about racism in terms of what he 
sees as an irreparable problem. He throws the full weight of his theory at readers 
in his second book, Faces at the Bottom of the Well, saying, "black people will never 
gain full equality in this country. Even those herculean efforts we hail as success-
ful will produce no more than temporary 'peaks of progress'- short-lived victories 
that slide into irrelevance as racial patterns adapt in ways that maintain white dom-
inance. This is a hard to accept fact that all history verifies. We must acknowledge 
it, not as a sign of submission, but as an act of ultimate defiance." 
Whether one meets him in person or through his prose, it seems that Bell has 
swallowed a stomachful of truth serum - a binding potion that leaves him little 
room for anything but focused, forward movement. "I do believe that a person has 
to tell the truth as he sees it," Bell says firmly. "And of course he hopes it will work 
out - even if he is criticized." 
To illustrate his point, Bell invokes the names of two men of action and con-
viction: Martin Luther King, jr. and jesus. 
·you know. now we look back at Martin Luther King'6 action6 and it'6 clear that 
he did the right thing. But it wa6n 't a6 obviou6 to everyone while he wa6 alive ... 
Bell talks frankly of consequences for telling the truth: condemnation and sacrifice. 
And he speaks from personal experience of these requirements. 
Though Bell was Harvard's first tenured black law professor, he lost his job at 
the Ivy League institution in 1992 during his protest over the school's failure to hire 
and grant tenure to a black woman. After Harvard, he became Dean of the 
University of Oregon's law school - a position from which he also departed in a 
protest over minority hiring issues. For now Bell is working as a visiting professor 
at New York University School of Law. 
Despite his ongoing employment as a teacher of the law, Bell does not believe 
the American legal system will remedy the nation's race problem. He confesses 
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that like the late justice Thurgood Marshall, he no longer believes that race 
reform can be truly undertaken through the legal system. As Bell puts it, "so far, 
no one has made a dent via that route, let alone dismantled racism. 
"We urged people deeply oppressed by the law to turn to the law as a way 
out. We did this in good faith but without an adequate understanding of the sit-
uation," Bell says. "Now I believe that if we ignore the continuing pervasiveness 
of racism and pretend the law is colorblind, then those in power will reward us 
with their racist standards." If not the law, what does Bell suggest to combat this 
toxic national issue? His answer is a shocking blend of painful realism and zeal-
ous moral warfare. Bell urges people to acknowledge racism as a permanent part 
of the American landscape ... and then move on. "Recognition doesn't mean 
acceptance," he says with conviction, "it means understanding the problem. 
Acceptance allows you to celebrate the victories and it ensures that the defeats 
are not crushing. I think coping with racism is like being a part of Alcoholics 
Anonymous. It starts with the confession that 'I am an alcoholic and will always 
be an alcoholic.' But for today, I will go on living." 
As you would expect, Bell 's rhetoric falls heavy on people's ears and their 
souls. He admits that even his most recent work, Contronting Authority: 
Retlection6 ot an Ardent ProteM or, may be difficult for people to digest. "I real-
ize this may be a threatening book. Matter of fact, I said to my publisher, if we 
really want a best seller, then I should repent and confess that black people are 
at fault and that white people are always right. But I could never write that," he 
adds. "There's no doubt, my ideas are a tough thing to sell, "Bell says. "But if [my 
theories] weren't tough, they would be suspect because the problem is. If you 
could 'get it' easily, we would have moved beyond where we are by now. The 
problem with racism is that you have to 'get it' every single day." 
Scholar, author, prophet and self-proclaimed speaker of the truth, Derrick 
Belldares everyone who will listen. While he has not yet solved the problems 
American racism, Bell is willing to keep asking the questions and searching for 
the answers. -Kri6tin jaM 
the amiru6 
VUSL MOOT COURT TEAM WINS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
5 
The Valparaiso University School of Law Moot Court Intellectual Property 
Team brought home the gold April 15th, capturing the national championship. 
Finals for the Giles Sutherland Rich Moot Court Competition were held in 
Washington, D.C., with eight teams competing for the nation's top honor. 
Valpo Law defeated the University of Texas-Austin team for the title after 
winning two earlier rounds. Teammates Paul Richards (3L) and Chad 
Schiefelbein (zL) triumphed over the Houston School of Law in the first round, 
and went on to beat Franklin-Pierce School of Law in the second round for the 
right to face off against Texas. 
The final round in the Rich Competition was heard by members of the 
Federal Circuit Court, including Chief justice Pauline Newman. justice Giles S. 
Rich, now 91 years old, also listened to arguments in the final round. 
Richards and Schiefelbein jointly authored both 35-page briefs for the 
competition which discussed 
six different issues, five 
relating to the area of copy-
rights and one dealing with 
the Lanham Act and the pro-
tectibility of trade dress 
(product appearance). Team 
coach Professor Geri 
Yonover said of the national 
victory, 'This is a terrific 
honor for the law school. 
I would match our top r!wd 6Chtebelbem prob. geri yonover. paul nchard6 
students against any other students in the country." 
The Giles S. Rich Competition began with regional match-ups in Northern 
Indiana and Chicago. The VUSL team beat squads from Big Ten schools 
University of Illinois, University of Michigan and the University of Minnesota, 
taking the regional crown. In addition, Richards and Schiefelbein won awards 
for "Best Appellant Brief" and "Best Appellee Brief" at the regional competition. 
This marks the third straight year VUSL's Intellectual Property Moot Court 
team has qualified for the national championships in Washington. 
the amicu6 
INDIANA SUPREME COURT HEARS CASE AT THE SCHOOL OF LAW 
The 25th annwerwry ot [arth Day wa6 celebrated 
at the law 6chool with a 6pectal tree planting. 
A1emben ot the MidweM [nvtronmental Law 
Caucu6. along with ProteMor Philipp Brockington. 
took time out during binal6 week to grab their 6hov-
el6 and plant a white ptne on the north 6ide ot 
We6emann Hall. 
The Indiana Supreme Court honored the School of Law by 
hearing oral arguements for a Stride Courtroom this April. In what 
is becoming an annual tradition, the Court, comprised of judges 
Roger Owen DeBruler, Brent Dickson, Myra Selby, Randall T. 
Shepard, and Frank Sullivan, Jr., heard arguments for Sweeney and 
Pfeifer v. Blackburn and Green, a case involving the Indiana Rules 
of Professional Conduct and their impact on lawyer advertising. 
Prior to 1992, Blackburn and Green had been in a law partner-
ship with Sweeney and Pfeifer. In 1992, Sweeney and Pfeifer sued 
for dissolution of the partnership after discovering violations of the 
original partnership agreement terms. 
The dissolution settlement included an 
agreement by all parties not to advertise 
in the other's markets. Blackburn and Green, 
however, filed a lawsuit alleging that 
the agreement's limit on advertising provi-
sions violated the Professional Rules of 
Conduct, clause 5.6, which prohibits any 
agreements that impermissibly restrict a 
lawyer's right to practice. 
Sweeney and Pfeifer, however, argue 
that Clause 5.6 applies only to restrictions on 
the practice of law, whereas their original partnership 
dissolution agreement simply restricts advertising in certain 
geographical regions. 
VUSL students and faculty were able to witness the proceed-
ings and ask questions of the justices after the hearing. 
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RECORD HIGH MEMBERSHIP FOR ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 
President Diane Kavadias Schneider, '82, 
was pleased to announce a record-breaking 
year for the Alumni Association. More than 590 
VUSL grads reaped the benefits of membership 
in the Alumni Association during 1994-95 - a 
63% increase over the previous year. 
"It's has been a terrific year for the Alumni 
Association and I'm proud of the outstanding 
participation of our alumni," Kavadias Schneider 
said. She noted that 
Association funds 
paid for a variety of REHNQUIST TEACHES AT CAMBRIDGE SUMMER PROGRAM 
events this year --
from the purchase of Alumni Directories for the 
new graduates in the Classes of 1994, 1995 and 
1996, to alumni receptions at State Bar Annual 
Meetings, to funding of the law school's new 
reunion program. 
"During this coming year we will once again 
be offering alumni special benefits for paying 
dues to the VUSL Alumni Association," Kavadias 
Schneider said, "including discounts at national 
car rental chains, local cellular phone discounts, 
clothing discounts and a host of other perks." 
In addition, dues paying Alumni Association 
members will receive V.l.P. mailings to special 
events throughout the year at the School of Law. 
The 1995-96 Alumni Association dues 
program will kick off in july. "Watch your mail-
box for information on this year's program. 
We're always doing new things and I know 
alumni won't want to miss what's in store!" 
Kavadias Schneider said. 
7 
Students studying at VUSL's program in Cambridge, 
England this summer will have the privilege of learning 
from William H. Rehnquist, Chief justice of the United 
States. Rehnquist will teach a course entitled, "The 
History of the United States Supreme Court" during the 
july 3 through August 11 program. Professors David 
Vandercoy, james Smoot, and Dean Edward Gaffney 
round out the Cambridge faculty. 
the amicu6 
Berner named new 
Seegero Proueooor 
These days, Bruce Berner is living in the land of the room. So I think my kind of scholarship might be 
giants. joining the Professors Louis Bartelt and AI 
Meyer, Berner will begin his tenure as the Louis 0 Anna 
Seegers Distinguished Professor of Law this coming fall. 
With Meyer's retirement last May, the VUSL faculty 
spent the better part of this year interviewing candi-
dates to fill the coveted position. Arriving at a decision 
early in 1995, Berner's colleagues announced that he 
had been selected for the honor. 
Sitting in his office, which is perpetually awash in 
unshelved books, miscellaneous 
papers, last month's journals and 
other chaotic remnants, Berner 
recounts his reaction to the news. 
"I was really knocked over by the 
whole thing," he says. "I am deeply 
honored and even a little shocked 
by it. Both Louie and AI were 
teachers of mine and deans while 
I was a student here. Then I went 
on to work with both of them as a 
faculty member, so this is really 
something. " 
Berner, who has been on sab-
batical this semester, says he has been pondering just 
what it means to sit in the Seegers Chair at Valparaiso. 
Because it's a "distinguished service" chair, he believes 
it requires different things of the men and women who 
hold the title than do other endowed chairs. 
"Traditionally chairs are associated with scholarly 
activity, but I'm not one who has written a great deal," 
Berner points out. 
"My great love is teaching - being in the class-
more in terms of viewing the students as the audience. 
I'll probably spend more time developing instructional 
materials and different ways of presenting things 
to students." 
Anyone who has sat in Berner's classroom can 
vouch for his enthusiasm and his often unique ways of 
teaching the law. Berner will mark his 25th anniversary 
at VUSL during the 1995-96 year, beginning his tenure 
as Seegers Chair on a high note. Looking back over 
the highlights of the past two 
decades, Berner says it's not so 
much particular incidents he 
recalls as it is the students. 
"I loved practicing law, but 
there's nothing like watching 
students 'get it'. I'm intrigued by 
the process of learning, so 
watching that process is a real 
kick for me." 
Perhaps Berner's only regret 
in receiving the Seegers Chair is 
that he didn't succeed Charlie 
Gromley. "It was so obvious to 
me that Charlie should have had this chair for a few 
years at the end of his career," Berner says, explaining 
that it seemed as though Gromley would hold the posi-
tion for a few years after AI Meyer retired. But things 
didn't work out that way. 
"That's sort of the one regret that I have," Berner 
confesses. "But Charlie and I were good friends, and I 
think I'll hold this in his stead. I think he would have 
liked that. " 
8 
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faculty notes 
Pro~eMor Charle<l Ehren (above) has 
retired from the School of Law after 18 
years of service. Professor Ehren came 
to Valparaiso in 1977 after a 20 year 
career in legal education and law prac-
tice. While at VUSL he served as Dean 
from 1977 - 1982. He began his career in 
academe at the Northwestern 
University School of Law as Director of 
Curriculum for the National Institute for 
Education in Law and Poverty. In 1970 
he joined the faculty of the University of 
Denver College of Law and taught in the 
environment and resource area of the 
curriculum. 
During the course of his career, 
Professor Ehren served in the Federal 
Legal Services Program, was a Reginald 
Heber Smith Fellow at the University of 
Pennsylvania Law School, and a Visiting 
Scholar at Columbia Law School. 
Professor Ehren and his wife joan 
9 
will be "going home" in retirement to 
New York. 
Agency; Environmental Department; 
Courts; Prosecutor's Office; Civil 
Defense Office; and Public Defender's 
PropeMor Mark Adam<~' article, Office. 
"Conflict of Interest or Bona Fide 
Employees: The Status of Paid Union 
Organizers" was published in 46 Labor 
Law journal 98 (1995). An additional 
article, "Fear of Foreigners: Nativism and 
Work Place Language Restrictions," was 
accepted for publication in 74 Oregon 
Law Review (1996) (forthcoming). 
ProbeMor Robert BlomquiM (above) 
was appointed by the Porter County (IN) 
Republican Precinct Committee to 
replace the unexpired term of the for-
mer Porter County Councilman-at-
Large. 
Edging out five competitors in the 
county caucus, Professor Blomquist 
took the oath of office as a Porter 
County Councilman on january 1, 1995. 
Blomquist's committee assignments on 
the Council include: Porter County 
Solid Waste Management Board; 
LaPorte/ Porter County Solid Waste 
In addition, Professor Blomquist was 
an invited presenter and conference 
participant at the Interdisciplinary 
Environmental Association Conference 
on Interdisciplinary Environmental 
Perspectives in Boston, Massachusetts 
in june, 1995. 
His recent publications include 
"Government's Role Regarding 
Industrial Pollution Prevention in the 
United States," 29 Georgia Law Review 
349 (1995); "In Search of Accountability: 
The Legislative Reinvention of 
Environmental Law and Policy in 
Indiana, " 28 Indiana Law Review (1995) 
(forthcoming); "Some Thoughts on Law 
School Curriculum Reform: Scaling the 
Mountainside" 29 Valparaiso University 
Law Review 641, 1995; and,"Orchestrating 
Nature: Interdisciplinary Characteristics 
and Implications of Environmental Law 
and Natural Resources Law" in 
lnterdi<lciplinary £nvironmental 
Per<lpective<l (Demetri Kantarelis EJ 
Kevin Hickey, editors), Interdisciplinary 
Environmental Association (1995) 
(forthcoming). 
Also, Professor Blomquist served as 
the General Editor for the three volume 
Great Lake6 £nvironmental Tramactiom 
Guide (1994). VUSL graduates who 
served as Contributing Editors include: 
Cynthia Oppliger Baker ('91), Susan 
Hartman ('89), Beth Henning Guria 
('89), and Deborah Denslaw ('89). 
ProteMor Ivan Boden6temer present-
ed a number of Continuing Legal 
Education seminars, including "Federal 
Court Litigation" for Michigan Legal 
Services in March; "Suing IJ Defending 
City Hall: Civil Rights Litigation in 
Indiana" for the Indiana Civil Liberties 
Union in May; and "Sexual Harassment 
Claims in the Workplace" for the 
Indiana Continuing Legal Education 
Forum in May. He also participated in a 
panel discussion of domestic violence 
and the Indiana "stalking" law, spon-
sored by VUSL chapter of the Women's 
Law Student Association. Recent publi-
cations include: "Consumers Beware: A 
License to Injure," 29 Valparai6o 
Univer6ity Law Review 1171 (1995) and 
the completion of the 1995 Supplement 
for State and Local Government: Civil 
leap in the Dark': Federalism and Self-
Determination in the New Constitution," to 
the Horn of Africa Conference in Trento. 
The article is forthcoming in the 
Conterence Proceeding6 and in the 
journal ot Abrican Law. 
In March, he was a United States 
Information Service Lecturer in Malawi, 
Mozambique, and Ethiopia. He enjoyed 
seeing former students and colleagues, 
and he gave lectures in international 
human rights, in law and economics, 
and in constitutional law and politics. 
In May, he attended an Economic 
Analysis of International Law 
Conference in Washington, D.C. , and 
the American Law and Economics 
Association Conference in Berkeley, 
California. His "Law, Democratization 
and Markets" appeared at 31-63 in 
Law and £conomic6 (Robin Malloy IJ 
Chris Braun, eds., N.Y .. Peter Lang, 
1995), and his "Insurgents in the 'New' 
the amicu6 
invited to act as a consultant on the 
establishment of a new law school at 
Stamford College in Petaling j aya, 
Malaysia (a suburb of Kuala Lumpur). 
While there, he will lecture to 
students at the college. Also while in 
Malaysia, he will meet with the faculty 
and administration of the School of 
Administration and Law of Institute 
Teknological MARA where he served as 
consultant and Fulbright Professor in 
1986-87. 
Right6 Liability with Professor Rosalie International Law" appeared in ProteMor Ro6aile Levin60n (above) 
Levinson. 
In December, ProbeMor Paul Brietzke 
13 Wi6con6in International Law 
journal1 (1995). 
(below) presented a paper, "Ethiopia's ProteMor jack Hiller as Chairman of 
recently completed a new chapter on 
Title VII and the February 1995 
Supplement to Treati6e on Civil Right6 
Liability, co-authored with Professor 
Bodensteiner and published by Clark, 
Boardman, Callaghan. Professor 
Levinson also lectured on Title VII and 
the University's Art Museum Council, a 
member of the Board of Directors of 
Friends of Art, (a community support 
group for the Museum), and a member the 1991 Civil Rights Act at a conference 
of the Museum's National Advisory on Civil Rights Litigation at Chicago-Kent 
Council , has been engaged in planning College of Law in March of 1995. She also 
the opening of the Museum and presented "Constitutional Law Update" in 
Museum Store in V.U.'s new Center for February as part of VUSL's pro bono con-
the Arts. Professor Hiller has been tinuing legal education program. 
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faculty notes cont. 
Professor Levinson acted as the 
moderator for a panel discussion on 
Indiana's stalking law in April 1995. 
ProbeMor Seymour Mo6kowitz 
delivered a lecture at V. U.'s School of 
Nursing on the Legal and Ethical Issues 
in the Restructuring of Hospitals. He 
also recently completed the annual 
update of the Federal Trial Guide 
(4 volumes), published by Matthew 
Bender. On a personal side, Professor 
Moskowitz is proud to announce that 
his daughter, Sarah, graduated from 
Fordham Law School in May 1995. 
ProbeMor Barbara Schmidt (above) 
led a workshop at the law school in May, 
entitled, "Addressing the Effects of 
Domestic Violence on Children and 
Youth." More than zoo people attended 
II 
the conference, including VUSL alumni The Indiana Lawyer and her article, 
the Honorable Nancy Vaidik, '8o, "Preparing the Client for Mediation" 
Indiana State Senator William Alexa, 
'n the Honorable David Matsey, '69, 
Valparaiso Mayor David Butterfield, '71, 
and Adam Stern, '94, of the Cook County 
Public Guardian's Office. 
ProbeMor Michael Stra ubel'6 (above) 
article, "Textualism, Contextual ism. 
and the Scientific Method in Treaty 
Interpretation: How do we Find the 
Shared Intent of the Parties?" was 
published in 40 Wayne Law Review 1191 
(1994). He has also been appointed 
Interim Head Track o Field Coach to over-
see the start-up of Track o Field at VU. 
ProbeMor Ruth Vance organized the 
first-ever national conference for 
Directors of Legal Writing Programs 
entitled, 'The Politics of Legal Writing" 
to be held in San Diego, California, in 
July. She organized the agenda and 
recruited the presenters for the event. 
Her article "The Tao of the jury" 
appeared in the November 1994 issue of 
appeared in the january 1995 issue of 
Re6 Ge6tae. Also, VUSL's "Vance-
coached" Negotiation Team advanced to 
the national competition held in Miami 
last February. 
ProbeMor Linda Whitton ·6 article 
"Health Care Advance Directives: The 
Next Generation" was published in the 
june issue of Re6 Ge6tae. 
Career Services Director Gad Pe6hel 
served as NALP's liaison to the ABA Law 
Practice Management Section and 
wrote a report which was published in 
NALP's Annual Review. 
She also participated in the ABA 
Commission on Minorities in the 
Profession program, "The Power of 
Diversity" held in Washington, D.C. , and 
she serves as Chair of the Minority 
Opportunity Award Subcommittee of the 
Opportunities for Minorities Committee 
of the Indiana State Bar Association. 
tre amicu~ 
Teleconferences, international accounts, 
board meetings, long-range plans . . . in the 
fast paced arena of corporate law, attorneys 
juggle these tasks along with a dozen others 
each day. 
This issue of the Amicu6 features four 
Valparaiso University School of Law alumni 
who have climbed to the top of the corporate 
ladder. Allen Andreas, '68, is Counsel to the 
Executive Committee and Corporate 
Compliance Officer for Archer 
Daniels Midland, the international 
agribusiness better known as "the 
supermarket to the world." Richard 
Kippen, '56, will retire as Executive Vice 
President and North American General 
Counsel after 32 years with Hiram Walker u 
Sons. jay johnson, '71, serves as Vice 
President of the Corporate Staff and General 
Litigation Counsel for Dallas-based Texas 
Instruments. And jon Walton, '69, holds the 
title of Vice President, General Counsel u 
Secretary for the international specialty steel 
corporation, Allegheny Ludlum. 
These men are among the best and bright-
est VUSL alumni who left Valparaiso with a 
degree and ended up in the Fortune soo. 
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~G. ALLiN ANDREAS 
T he earth is dark and rich. The plants stand tall, row upon row. The fields are soaked with sunshine 
and summer rains. This is Decatur, 
Illinois -welcome to the world's super-
market. · The Archer Daniels Midland Company 
owns that slogan and a good chunk of Decatur. Its 
massive grain elevators, processing plants, research 
laboratories and transportation networks stand as 
proof of this extraordinary claim -ADM is the super-
market to the world. And that makes G. Allen 
Andreas grocer to millions. · Actually, Andreas is 
Counsel to ADM's Executive Committee and 
Corporate Compliance Officer for the international 
organization. Based at Archer Daniels Midland's 
central Illinois headquarters, he travels the globe 
dealing with the company's legal issues and, more 
broadly, furthering their mission of ending world 
hunger. • Andreas' monthly schedule takes him 
to China, Poland, Israel, France and a host of other 
international destinations for his work on policy 
making boards of directors. When you work 
for the world's supermarket, it's a challenge 
the amicu6 
keeping the aisles 
stocked. • But Andreas overflows with energy for the 
cause- it is clear he is completely committed to the 
agribusiness. "Ultimately, our mission at Archer 
Daniels Midland is continual development of the abili-
ty to provide the world with the food it requires," 
Andreas says. "It's a question of population versus 
food. We are very well aware of that equation." 
According to a recent report from the Hudson 
Institute, agricultural output must triple over the 
next 40 years in order to accommodate a doubling 
of the world's population. · That delicate balance, 
Andreas concedes, affects all the decisions ADM 
makes from determining plant locations to prioritiz-
ing cutting edge research. "Right now ADM has the 
capacity to feed most of the world," Andreas says. 
So why are there still world famine issues? As 
Andreas explains, it's not a simple matter of 
planting more corn or havesting more barley. 
World feeding issues are a complex blend of 
consumption habits, transportation problems 
and international politics. · Amazingly, Andreas and 
other ADM execs sift through these 
the am1cu6 
issues, and more, each day. Andreas routinely deals with heads of state and other government V.I.P.s as he negoti-
ates transportation and production issues for ADM. His work is affected by international trade agreements, such 
as like GATI and NAFTA, and the opening of previously closed markets in China, Russia and eastern Europe. And, 
ever-improving technologies from gene splicing to microchips push him to continually refocus and reprioritize his 
goals. How did a boy from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, become an integral part of this global puzzle? It seems that Allen 
Andreas was born for the job. 
With enough energy for a handful of executives, Andreas speaks with genuine excitement about the company's 
phenomenal growth, its hi-tech research projects, its global communications web, its forays into places like Shang 
Hai and Budapest, its dedication to state of the art machinery ... all this in a steady stream of narration punctuated 
only by occasional blips from the com-
puter on his desk (the pc tracks every-
thing from activity on the New York and 
London Stock Exchanges to the Chicago 
Board of Trade to international currency 
markets to Rueters News Service). The 
road from Cedar Rapids halfway around 
the planet and back to Decatur, in retro-
spect, seems an obvious one. 
Andreas came to the world of 
agribusiness through family ties. His 
grandfather, a tenant farmer in Iowa 
during the Great Depression, purchased 
fields of Pella, he was not immediately seduced by the agriculture sur-
rounding him. He didn't want to go into banking either, but the legal 
profession sounded like a reasonable alternative. So after two years at 
Calvin College, Andreas transferred to Valparaiso University with the 
intention of staying on to attend its law school. 
"I thought it wao a good idea to attend 
Valpo becauoe it waon 't a o tate ochool with 
a narrow uocuo on the law. 
I felt I was getting a broader background there than I would have at 
another institution," he remarks. "And to this day I have fond memories 
of many of my professors at Valpo. " 
Andreas graduated from VUSL in 1968 with a JD and an invitation to 
a bankrupt grain silo and turned it into a 
profitable venture. That success led to 
head west. The IRS offered him a job in their Denver tax division. He 
the creation of a family-run feed busi-
says he spent five very happy years in the mile-high state. But in 1973, 
ness which also employed Andreas's 
father. Eventually, however, father 
Andreas turned to banking, moving 
young Allen and the rest of the family to 
Pella, Iowa. 
Though Allen grew up in the lush 
IS 
Andreas received a phone call that beckoned him back to the Midwest 
and his true calling. 
"Archer Daniels Midland had just moved its headquarters from 
Minneapolis to Decatur, and they needed someone with a legal back-
ground to develop international business," Andreas explains. He packed 
his bags and moved "home" for good. 
Founded in 1902 by the Archer and Daniels families, ADM was a pri-
vately owned company until the mid-1930s when it broke into the New 
York Stock Exchange. For years it remained a domestic agribusiness, 
buying grain from farmers and producing a variety of consumer prod-
ucts. In 1965, however, ADM's Board of Directors made the decision to 
divest the company of all its businesses that were not directly focused 
on agribusiness. That decision paid off in spades over the next two 
decades as ADM's new, lean look produced a jump in sales from $125 mil-
lion in 1970 to just over $10 billion last year. 
Andreas joined the team in Decatur just as the 
company started its impressive growth pattern. He 
spent three years with ADM's legal department, dealing 
with international tax and finance issues. There are 
currently four lawyers on ADM's in-house payroll, an 
impossibly small number compared to the company's 
reach. But Andreas explains that Archer Daniels 
Midland has never had a large legal department thanks 
to their philosophy that "too many lawyers cause a 
company to lose its business acumen." 
Despite that credo, Andreas found himself on a 
plane bound for Brussels in 1976, with the purpose of 
establishing an international office for ADM. Andreas 
spent the next thirteen years criss-crossing Europe, 
opening new markets and building new partnerships 
for the company. 
In 1989 the phone rang again 
and this time ADM's Chief Executive 
Officer asked Andreas to pack his 
passport for the Netherlands. "By 
that time the company had made a 
substantial investment in its inter-
national operations," Andreas 
explains, "and they wanted to estab-
lish a Chief Financial Officer posi-
tion based in Europe." Andreas 
accepted the position and remained 
there until a move to London in 
1991. 
During this period, ADM bought a substantial num-
ber of factories across Europe. Today, Archer Daniels 
Midland owns and operates 165 manufacturing plants, 
200 grain elevators, and 2,ooo barges. And, last year 
alone, ADM used more than 5 million trucks and 
50o,ooo railroad cars to transport its food products. 
On any given day, along with their affiliates in Europe, 
they add another 100 cargo ships on the high seas to 
their global network. This immense business of trans-
porting and processing agricultural crops - which net-
ted a gross profit of $1.1 billion during 1994 - validates 
Archer Daniels Midland's claim of being supermarket to 
the amicu~ 
the world. 
In 1994, Andreas was called back to Decatur where 
he accepted his new responsibilities as Counsel to the 
Executive Committee. Asked just what that title means, 
he laughs, conceding that he is probably the only per-
son in the world with that sign on the office door. 
"Basically I bring unique international experience to 
ADM - I bring insights into global opportunities and 
a better understanding of how international operations 
function ," he says. 
The casual manner in which Andreas drops this 
weighty sentence belies his overwhelming knowledge 
of each of ADM's segments. He dons a hard hat to lead 
tours of a grain processing plant as easily as he dis-
cusses the company's sophisticated research and pro-
duction of lysine. Andreas 
loves it all - from the sour 
smell of the fermentation 
process to the theoretical 
conversations about protein 
consumption. 
Decatur may at first 
seem an unlikely home for 
Andreas and this multination-
al company, but it is the heart 
and soul of both. As Andreas 
explains, Archer Daniels 
Midland would not exist with-
out the men and women that 
till the soil. "Farmers are our owners, customers and 
partners. There are a number of families with substan-
tial investments in ADM," Andreas says. "Through the 
years that network of friendships has meant a lot of 
opportunity for us. 
"The planning, focus and vision for the future are 
all here in Decatur," Andreas says. After all, where else 
would the world's supermarket be but right in the mid-
dle of the bread basket? 
And where else would a lawyer from a farming fami-
ly be but right in the middle of the plan to feed the world. 
- Kri6tin ]a66 
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H ow many bottles of Canadian Club Whiskey does it take to fill an oak barrel? Ask Richard Kippen. 
When you're Senior Vice 
President, General Counsel & Secretary for 
Hiram Walker & Sons you can answer that and 
a great deal more about the distilled spirits 
industry. 
Kippen is one of America's top liquor law 
specialists as a result of his 32-year career 
with the Canadian-based business. Though 
he began as a resident counsel with Hiram 
Walker in 1963, Kippen now handles the inter-
national corporation's legal affairs and rubs 
elbows with U.S. government leaders. 
Engaging and quick with a story, Kippen 
can recreate the company's fascinating his-
tory from its humble beginnings through the 
glamorous but often violent American prohi-
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bition period and into the modern period of 
international mergers and acquisitions. 
The original Hiram Walker owned a small 
grocery and dry goods store in Detroit in the 
mid-18oos. Along the way he decided that 
more money could be made producing high 
quality spirits. Walker owned 480 acres of 
farmland across the Detroit River in Ontario, 
Canada, which seemed like the perfect place 
to build his distillery. 
Thus, Hiram Walker & Sons set down 
roots in Walkerville, Canada, a "company 
town" settlement on the outskirts of Windsor, 
Ontario. Modern visitors to Walkerville see 
just what Hiram Walker saw one hundred 
years ago - fertile farmland situated on the 
Detroit River directly across from a bustling 
metropolis. Today a massive expansion 
bridge straddles the Detroit River connecting 
Detroit and Windsor. But Kippen says that for "Club Whiskey" which flowed across the border 
years Hiram Walker made the daily trip from into the hands of eager American customers. 
his home in Detroit across the river to his In an effort to encourage the populous to buy 
n office is housed in t 
rican headquarters 
d brick building 
· self built in the lat 
iram 
The 
interior is decorated in rich crimson brocade, 
gleaming brass and elaborately carved wood, 
evoking the wealthy turn-of-the-century entre-
preneurial period we have all but forgotten. 
The other original buildings are long gone 
from Walkerville, but the tiny town is crowded 
with their successors - towering grain eleva-
tors, imposing distillations warehouses, expan-
sive bottling facilities, and miles and miles of 
metal piping through which Hiram Walker's liq-
uid gold flows on its way to oak barrels. 
' Last year alone, the company's spirits divi-
sion posted worldwide sales of $3 billion, of 
which $1.5 billion came from U.S. sales. The 
United States has long been a supporter of this 
Canadian operation, though not always inten-
tionally. Hiram Walker's original elixir was 
the U.S. C 
is ey" was bor .. 
and when Americans enjoyed a bottle, they 
simply saluted their neighbors to the north for 
their expertise in distilling spirits. 
In his second floor office, which offers a 
panoramic view of the Detroit skyline across 
the river, Kippen's days are filled with manage-
ment responsibilities. He oversees an interna-
tional team of lawyers working for Hiram 
Walker around the globe, and his glass is full, 
so to speak, with a blend of legal concerns. 
"My job involves a strong concentration on 
contracts and commercial transactions, " 
Kippen explains, "as well as a fair amount of 
trademark work." 
Like many lawyers working for companies 
with international holdings, Kippen spends 
most of his time coordinating rather than liti-
the amicu6 
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gating. When Hiram Walker has legal 
business to be conducted in Spain, 
Kippen works with Spanish lawyers to get the 
job done. Similarly, when the company needs 
legal assistance in Louisiana, he searches out the 
best people in that state. But along with this pre-
dictable legal activity, Kippen spends a great deal of time 
on what he terms "government relations." Simply put, 
Kippen lobbies the United States government through a 
variety of professional organizations for more lenient America," 
treatment of the liquor industry. Although Hiram Kippen says, 
Walker's North merican headquarters are located in further theoriz-
Canada, the U.S. companies lobby both at the U.S. ing that the current 
Federal and State levels. "Basically, I'm in charge of state of restriction is a 
government relations for all of North America," Kippen 
says. A tall order? It gets knocked down to size when he 
reveals his allies: the Distilled Spirits Council of the U.S. 
and the National Association of Beverage Importers (the 
latter of which Kippen is presently Chairman of the 
Board of Directors). Working through these trade 
associations, Kippen advocates for lower excise 
taxes and less restrictive governmental regula-
tion. "I spend a great deal of time telling 
the government that the goose which laid 
the golden egg is gone." Translation: 
raising excise taxes, according to 
Kippen, lowers alcohol con-
sumption which means low-
ered production and fewer 
remnant of the gangster-
ridden prohibition period 
when profiteers and professional 
criminals made millions producing 
and trafficking liquor. While those days 
are long gone, Kippen maintains that the U.S. 
government still requires excessive compliance 
from now above-board corporations. • When did 
Kippen learn all this in law school? "Oh gosh, I didn't 
learn about liquor law," he says, laughing. "But I did 
learn contracts and commercial law. And the rest I 
learned along the way." Along the way- the path from 
Valparaiso University to Hiram Walker - Kippen took 
several detours. • Arriving in Valparaiso in 1950, Kippen 
began his studies at VU planning to get a B.A. and then 
jobs. "The distilled go on to law school. "At the time I wanted to be an FBI 
'9 
spirits industry is 
one of the most 
regulated busi-
agent," Kippen admits. But when Kippen met his future 
wife, Eileen, he decided to pursue a less risky legal 
career. He graduated from VUSL in 1956 with a J.D. and 
nesses in a new plan. "J left Valpo and went back to Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, where I had been raised," Kippen 
explains. "I passed the state bar and ended up in private 
practice for three years." Then, in 1959 he answered an 
ad in the state bar journal for a position at the Grand 
Trunk Railroad Company in Detroit. Though he had no 
personal or professional connections at the corpora-
tion he landed the job. "I guess I interviewed well," 
he says, shrugging his shoulders. "J was rather 
surprised at the time that I had gotten the job." 
Kippen worked in Detroit for three more years until 
he saw another advertisement. This one was for 
Hiram Walker. "You know, I didn't know anyone at 
Hiram Walker, either. But I had some good experience at 
that point, and I guess I did a good job again during the 
interview," he says. This time Kippen put the professional 
ads away and stayed at Hiram Walker. 
During the ensuing years, Kippen has waded through a number 
of risky, even traumatic, legal experiences. In 1980, Hiram Walker 
was party to a friendly merger, becoming Hiram Walker Resources. 
This merger added gas and other utilities functions to the company's 
holdings. Kippen invested a great deal of time in that successful ven-
ture. 
In 1986, however, the tables were turned and Hiram Walker 
Resources found itself fighting a hostile takeover bid from Olympia and 
York. The parent company decided to gamble big, selling its spirits busi-
ness to British-based Allied-Lyons during the bidding process. This 
unorthodox action triggered a massive law suit which was eventually set-
tled out of court, upholding Hiram Walker Resources' chancy plan. Allied-
Lyons PLC ended up with 51% of Hiram Walker and Olympia [, York with 
49%. By 1987, Allied-Lyons became 100% owner of Hiram Walker. "I guess 
you would call the takeover attempt the traumatic highlight of my 
career," Kippen ventures. 'We really didn't see this [takeover bid] com-
ing and it demanded a great deal of time." Today, Allied-Lyons PLC (since 
1994 Allied Domecq PLC) still owns Hiram Walker along with other food 
manufacturing and retail food companies as well as British brewing inter-
ests and pubs. 
Although Kippen served on the Management Board of the Allied 
Domecq Spirits and Wine Division from 1987 to 1992, he now works sole-
ly for Hiram Walker, focusing his legal prowess on the distilled spirits 
division. After more than thirty years in Walkerville, Canada, what's 
next? "Retirement!" Kippen says proudly. He leaves active duty this sum-
mer though Hiram Walker will call on his expertise in a consulting role for 
another year. 
Richard and Eileen Kippen still have questions to answer, such as 
whether they will stay in Michigan or find a retirement haven elsewhere, 
whether they'll fill their days with travel or other entertainment. But 
Richard can still offer an answer to the "real" question: each white oak 
barrel holds 320 bottles of carefully aged, smooth Canadian Club 
Whiskey. 
- Kri6tin jaM 
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ay johnson ended up in law school 
because of a fluke. "As I recall , a fraterni-
ty brother of mine needed to take the 
LSAT but didn't want to go alone. So I said 
that I would go with him - what the 
heck," says johnson. The next thing johnson knew, 
Louis Bartelt, then Dean of the VU School of Law, 
was knocking on his door. "Apparently they sent 
my test scores to the Dean. So he asks if I'm inter-
ested in coming to law school. I told him I was 
only a sophomore," he says, laughing, "but that 
visit planted the seed." 
That seed eventually grew into a very success-
ful career for jay johnson. He is currently Vice 
President of the Corporate Staff and General 
Litigation Counsel at the Dallas-based Texas 
Instruments Corporation. Much like the chance 
happening that eventually led him to law school, 
johnson's career is speckled with good luck and 
serendipity. Coupled with long hours and hard 
work, his good fortune has led him on a path from 
the nation's capitol to the lone star state. 
Though johnson grew up in Valparaiso (his dad 
was a librarian at Valparaiso University), he sounds 
like a bona fide Texan. Easy going with a quick 
sense of humor, johnson spins a good yarn with a 
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chuckle around every turn. He gives the impression that life has been a sur-
prise for him - something unexpected around each corner. 
The surprises started back at dear old Valpo. After graduating from VU 
in 1968 with a degree in electrical engineering, johnson took Bartelt's 
advice and enrolled at the School of Law, from which he graduated in 1971. 
He confesses that law school "was a breeze" compared to his time in the 
engineering department. But when it came time to find employment, he 
was at a loss. 
"I didn't really know what I wanted to do after graduation," johnson 
says. "1 interviewed extensively with appellate court judges in Chicago and 
eventually received an offer from judge Otto Kerner in the Seventh Circuit." 
In the meantime, however, a posting for a position with the justice 
Department caught his eye. That happenstance occurrence led him to an 
eight year stint chasing white collar criminals. 
johnson began in the justice 
Department's Criminal Fraud Division 
where fate handed him another gift. "The 
first case I worked on was a mail fraud 
case against judge Kerner," johnson says 
with a note of irony. "I wonder what 
would have happened if I would have 
taken the job with Kerner instead of the 
justice Department position?" 
For the first five years with the 
justice Department, johnson was a road 
warrior spending 200-300 days of each 
year travelling. While most people would 
balk at the mileage, johnson says the 
work with exciting. "We had a lot of sen-
sational cases during the seven or eight 
years I was there." However, he and his 
wife decided that if they were going to 
raise a family, they had to get out of D.C. 
So they planned a homecoming, of sorts, 
travelling west to Minnesota. With other 
family members in the state, the 
johnsons were looking forward to a slow-
er pace and more time together ... until 
fate intervened once again. "We had 
picked out a farm and started to move 
when an SEC official invited himself over 
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for dinner," johnson explains. That dinner turned into more than a 
casual social call with johnson agreeing to take a job with the 
Securities Exchange Commission in Texas. 
So the move was on again, but this time to the SEC's Dallas-Fort 
Worth office in the civil litigation division. And true to form, excite-
ment was around the corner. "I had a lot of good cases there, and I saw 
a whole lot of courtroom activity," johnson recalls, "It was much faster 
and heated than my work for the justice Department." One gets the 
idea that faster and more heated suit johnson just fine. 
Nevertheless, six years later johnson found himself looking to pri-
vate practice once again. 
This time he managed to spend two years at a medium-sized firm 
without getting sidetracked ... until Texas Instruments knocked on his 
door. In another twist of fate, Texas Instruments, which manufactures 
hi-tech products for government and private use, had gotten a hold of 
johnson's resume. They saw his SEC and justice Department experi-
ence and his electrical engineering degree and thought it was a joke -
too good to be true. "My qualifications matched so perfectly with what 
they were looking for," he says. But it was no joke, and serendipity led 
johnson further down its path. 
When he walked through the doors at Tl in 1986, however, 
johnson had his work cut out for him. "They basically had three prob-
lems when I started," he says. "They were in the middle of a Grand jury 
investigation for what the government thought was mistesting of parts 
that were used in high-profile programs like the space program. They 
also had a big class action suit on their hands involving allegations of 
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insider trading by the SEC. And finally, TI was just about being squeezed out of the semi-conductor business by 
japanese corporations. " 
'The company wa~ between a rock and a hard place." he continue~. "and 
they either had to Uight or die." 
With johnson in town. what do you think Texas Instruments decided? They chose to fight, and as johnson 
puts it, "we got down to work." The end result? 'We got out of the insider trading case very quickly without penal-
ty. The Grand jury investigation ran another two to three years and was eventually dropped without action. And, 
we were very successful in our license infringement litigation against several japanese and Korean companies," he 
says. With all that out of the way, johnson has time for his other daily duties which are considerable. Texas 
Instruments employs an in-house legal staff of 8o lawyers, 30 of which johnson supervises. In addition, he spends 
a great deal of time on management and human resource issues. "In a typical day, some sort of ethics or compli-
ance issue will come up that requires my attention. I'm constantly involved in discovery efforts or preparing clients 
for depositions. We're planning for hearings, we're dealing with personnel issues and we're conducting cost 
reviews," johnson says. 
Cost reviews? You bet. Texas Instruments is at the forefront of litigation management techniques. With an in-
house legal staff equal to a medium-sized law firm, cost containment is a constant issue for johnson. "There is 
always a tension regarding what is cheapest for the company," he says. "Do you use an outside firm or do you work 
in-house? No formula works for everyone, but when you're a global firm you've got all sorts of issues to consider. 
I can't say this focus on cost containment has been fun, but it has been rewarding." 
In addition to their focus on cost containment, johnson likes to brag about several other progressive strategies 
employed by Texas Instruments. "We're the first and only defense contractor to win the Malcolm Baldridge Award 
for Excellence," he says. "And we operate a voluntary disclosure program coupled with an internal compliance pro-
gram which is considered to be the number one program in the country among other companies in our line of work," 
he adds. 
Texas Instruments has also come out on top in its drive to collect international royalties. "I think we surpassed 
General Electric last year becoming the number one collector of royalties in the U.S.," johnson says. "We have a 
fairly rich patent portfolio which means we litigate a lot of intellectual property cases. Last year we collected $2 bil-
lion on royalties- and you know, people don't just give you that money," he says, laughing. No, corporations give 
Texas Instruments royalty money because johnson reaches into his bag of tricks - and it's a deep bag - and wins 
cases. His success is born of hard work, a few lucky breaks and .. . corporate law classes at VUSL? "There wasn't 
even an intellectual properties course offered when I was there," he confesses. Although that has changed (VUSL 
now offers several IP courses), johnson doesn't believe technical concentrations are critical to real world success 
anyway. 
johnson says that what a student needs to learn in law school is "how to be persuasive. You need to learn how 
to communicate. I would make activities like Moot Court required," he proclaims with characteristic intensity. "How 
you communicate your opinions to a client is about 70% of the job. 
"If you can't teach the person who has hired you, then you're not a good lawyer," he says. johnson, however, 
is a good lawyer. And if the destinies prevail, he will be a good lawyer in the lone star state or wherever the fates 
lead him next for a long time to come. -Kriotin j aM 
jon Walton 
always knew 
what he want-
ed. He is one of 
the fortunate few 
who know their minds 
and their abilities, and 
who choose to pursue what 
they know with passion. · "I 
always wanted to be a corporate 
lawyer," he says. 'That's exactly 
what I set my mind to do." He set his 
I ton 
sights and squeezed the trigger ... and got 
what he wanted. · Now Vice President, 
General Counsel EJ Secretary for Allegheny 
Ludlum, a Pittsburgh-based international corpora-
tion dealing in specialty steels, Walton speaks of his 
career with intensity and relentless good will. He loved 
going to law school, he valued his first jobs in the corpo-
rate arena, and he couldn't be happier working for Allegheny 
Ludlum. · "I do love my job," he says with conviction. "People 
who don't know me all that well say 'that guy is a workaholic.' 
I don't think I work too much, but it is true that I'm very 
intense about doing the best that I can. Every day I come in to 
work and thank my lucky stars for the people I'm working 
with." · Who is this company at which the employees are both 
hard workers and delighted to be counted as teammates? 
Allegheny Ludlum is a Fortune 500 company which posted sales 
$I.I billion in 1994. According to Walton, they should go over 
Ilion in sales this year. The past three years have wit-
growth spurt in this specialized industry, with compa-
d the globe posting 10- 15% gains. · The company's orig-
s 
inhabited 
by only three 
other lawyers. 
This lean legal staff 
handles the entire gamut 
of AL's judicial needs. "We're 
probably the last bastion of true 
general practice lawyers," Walton 
says. "In a small company, you have to 
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know a little bit about everything. " · A self-
described "jack of all trades," Walton's days are 
a whirling kaleidoscope of activity. "I deal with 
everything from complicated commercial transactions 
Mr. Walton i6 6hown on the lebt with hi6 
wibe Carol, 6on David and daughter Diane. 
to run-of-the-mill transactions. I do some anti-trust work 
and spend a great deal of time training and talking to our peo-
ple about anti-trust pitfalls," he explains. • Walton also gets 
involved in litigation he terms "bet the company" procedures - pivotal 
cases the company must win to maintain its market niche. And he also 
parcels out time working on mergers, acquisitions and divestitures. 
Then, of course, there are securities law cases to handle. · "I had my 
baptism by fire in this area when Allegheny Ludlum went public in 1987," 
Walton says ruefully. "Previously we had been a privately held corpora-
tion, but when we went public I had to get up to speed very quickly and 
become proficient in securities laws." Now AL hands its toughest securi-
ties cases over to an outside firm. • As if all this weren't enough, Walton 
also devotes a portion of his work week to intellectual property and tech-
nology cases. "We're a world class leader in technology and the produc-
tion of stainless steel, so intellectual property cases are very important to 
us," Walton explains. Patents and licensing cases also fall within Walton's 
bailiwick, adding more to his already full plate. With this daily barrage 
of duties ranging from one end of the legal spectrum to the other, 
one wonders how Walton prepared for this professional jug-
gling act. • "I knew from a young age that I wanted to be a 
lawyer," Walton says, though he got sidetracked for a 
time as a result of bad advice. After graduating from 
Purdue with a B.S. in Industrial Management, 
Walton skipped law school and went to work 
because a local lawyer who was counsel-
ing students strongly advised against 
the amicu6 
pursuing a legal degree. "I guess this gentleman's pro-
fessional experiences had been negative, so he was 
telling students to stay away from the law," Walton 
relates. 
But his original focus was not diverted for long. As 
it turned out, this taste of the business world after col-
lege only fueled Walton's desire to pursue corporate 
law. So he enrolled at the Valparaiso University School 
of Law in 1966. Looking back on his time at VUSL, Walton 
says he is grateful for the diverse curriculum. "As I 
recall, students were required to take a wide variety of 
courses. Although I didn't enjoy them all, I realized r 
couldn't say I was a full-fledged lawyer without experi-
encing the gamut." 
Hi6 recipe uor 6UCCe66 include6 
"working hard and maintaining 
your balance" and. he 6ay6, "hav-
ing 60me uun while you're at it." 
Indeed, Walton practiced what he preached, keep-
ing his focus on snaring a corporate position after 
graduation. In 1969, U.S. Steel offered Walton a job in 
their Pittsburgh offices- at that time he was one of one 
hundred lawyers working in the company's legal 
department. 
Despite the sheer numbers, Walton prospered at 
USX, thanks in part to a seasoned veteran. "I was fortu-
nate during my four years at U.S. Steel," Walton says, 
"because I got good training from a crusty, old well-dis-
ciplined lawyer who taught me essential corporate 
skills." 
Walton fought the temptation to become a special-
ist inside a huge corporate legal department, and in 1973 
he left U.S. Steel for a job with another Pittsburgh-based 
steel company, Harbison EJ Walker. He spent the next 
thirteen years toiling with one other lawyer in Harbison 
EJ Walker's legal department, such as it was. "It was real-
ly sink or swim time for me," Walton admits. "But I even-
tually became Vice President and General Counsel for 
the company and got quite involved with their interna-
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tiona! operations." 
This shift into international affairs took Walton 
around the globe, to Harbison EJ Walker's far-flung 
enterprises in Australia and Asia. But in the mid-8os, a 
downturn in the nation's economy forced Harbison EJ 
Walker to begin divesting many of its international hold-
ings. As Walton's career began winding down at HEJW in 
1986, he started looking around for another corporate 
position. 
"At that time, the pre-eminent job opportunity for 
someone in my line of work was as General Counsel for 
Allegheny Ludlum," Walton says. "I decided that if I 
could make a career move I would, and I got lucky - it 
was one of those 'in the right place at the right time' sit-
uations." Allegheny Ludlum was impressed with Walton's 
experience in the corporate arena and made him an 
offer he didn't refuse. 
Eight years after that move, Walton is still glowing 
about his good fortune. "You know, just being a part of 
this company- that's what I'm most proud of. If you ask 
any financial analyst that follows this industry, they will 
tell you that there is no better managed or successful 
operation," he says. "We're quite profitable, we have 
outstanding people, and it's a pleasure to be here. " 
Walton readily concedes that at this point in his 
career, and his life, he feels as if he has it all. "''ve got 
everything going for me right now. There are only two 
things more important to me than my job - my family 
and my faith ," Walton says. "And I think I've balanced 
those three." 
For the more than twenty-five years, jon Walton has 
set his sights and hit the mark. This simple yet profound 
philosophy has been his successful personal mantra 
from his well-loved law school days through his years of 
corporate achievement. In the end, Walton says, "I just 
hope people will say that I always kept my focus and that 
I kept it all balanced." 
A final quote from the book of Walton: Keep it 
simple. Know what you want. Then go get it. 
- Kri6tin j aM 
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Honor Roll of Donors to the 1994-1995 VUSL Dean's Annual Campai~n 
We've reached the end of another academic year at VUSL and with it. the end of another Dean's Annual Campai~. When I a~eed to chair this year's annual ~iv­
in~ effort last summer. I had no idea what a rewardin~ experience it would be. I am proud to announce this year. with the partnership of hundreds of VUSL alum-
ni, we've invested S140,371.70 of annual ~ifts in our law school. Thanks and con~atulations to each of you who answered the call to volunteer some of your 
resources to support the work of the Dean. Faculty. and Staff. Geor~e Hass. ·68 
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Blaese, Robert M. 
Nuss. Melvin 0. 
Raelson, Arthur I. 
ClaM ob 194 2 
Farina. Dominic] . 
Kurtz, Edwin A. 
Kusch. Frederick A. 
Ruge, john W. 
Bartelt. Louis F. 
Koldewey, Lewis W. 
Reitz. Howard W. 
ClaM ob 194 9 
Lewis, Daniel E. 
Rissman. Harold A. 
Thorne. William A. 
Bradley, Hilbert L. 
Cobb, Norman B. 
Nieter. Paul F. 
Oppliger. Ernest F. 
Ratliff, Wesley W. 
Schnack. Loren E. 
Smith, Maxwell P. 
Vidakovich. Michael G. 
Wyneken. Warren W. 
ClaM ob 1951 
Brown. jr .. Edwin T. 
Gray, Harold ClaM ob 1957 
Hoffman, Jr .. George B. 
Schnoor, Robert E. Herrmann. Roland A. 
Seehafer, Erwin C. King, Sharon L. 
Wruck. Ernest G. Stride, Herbert F. 
Tagge, john W. 
ClaM ob 1952 Theiss. William R. 
Vaughan. Charles R. 
Altobelli, Richard G. 
Burrus. Otis C. ClaM ob 1958 
Couillard, Harold E. 
Enslen. Lowell E. Becker, Jr .. Millard W. 
Helmke. Walter P. Holtman. Donald R. 
Krueckeberg, john H. Lyons. john M. 
McCain, David H. 
Special thanks to Ron Gather. '56 for a S1o.ooo challen~e 
~rant which turned the telechallen~e portion of this year's 
campai~n into a record-makin~ success. 
ClaM ob 1953 Melchert. Paul A. 
Tabor. Glenn j . 
Duesenberg, Robert H. 
Frederick. Melvin E. ClaM ob 1959 
Gerken. Kenneth J. 
Meyer. Karl F. 
ClaM ob 1954 Schmiedel, Herbert A. 
Hamann. Robert L. ClaM ob 1960 
ClaM ob 1955 Lemke. Charles W. 
Nickel. Dieter H. 
Bayless. Rodney H. Probst. Robert C. 
Berning. William A. Richert. john L. 
Delworth, Jr .. john]. Steele, Albert N. 
Hiller. jack A. 
Kraut. Thomas H. ClaM ob 1961 
ClaM ob 1956 Brassfield. Eugene E. 
Grote. Galen L. 
Gather. Ronald E. Herendeen. George E. 
Krentz. Peter L. Lawson, jack W. 
Chairman. 1994 ·1995 
Dean's Annual Campai~ 
Cla66 ob 1962 
Allen. jack R. 
Fellows. Donald C. 
Gilbert, Gary M. 
Morrisson. Alan S. 
Tabor, Patricia A. 
Beer, Robert A. 
Lindquist. R. Kent 
Melchert, Luke L. 
Andersen. Jr .. William W. 
Beard. Robert L. 
Beran, David A. 
ClaM ob 1965 
Bahlmann. David W. 
Gerlach. David F. 
Heimberg, Richard L. 
Hills. james D. 
Kutansky, Rudy C. 
McCarey, Michael 
Olson, Mark D. 
ClaM ob 1966 
Gray, Frank J. 
Kozera, Jr .. Daniel ]. 
Lee. Robert D. 
Berner, Bruce G. 
Fleck, Jr .. Charles]. 
Hubert, David P. 
Hutson. Michael W. 
Landmeier. Allen L. 
Lindstedt. Norman E. 
McCabe. james E. 
Pasch, William H. 
Ruck, john C. ClaM ob 1972 
Tsoutsouris, james V. 
Beerman, Mark W. 
ClaM ob 1968 Cermak, Keith D. 
Chestovich, Milan j . 
Anderson, George P. Gottschalk, Stephen 
Andreas, Jr., G. Allen Guelzow, Thomas K. 
Beth, Kenneth N. Hizer, Alan F. 
Cockerill, Thomas M. jessep, john D. 
Erck, jon R. Keenan, Jr., Robert M. 
Hafner, Thomas M. Redamak, Mary E. 
Hass, George H. Redamak, Terry L. 
Hessler, David J. Rice, Clifford j . 
McDonell, Duncan A. Snide, Donald A. 
Meeker, Kenneth C. Stier, Paul J. 
Petersen, David L. 
Roscoe, Roy ]. Cla66 ob 1973 
ClaM ob 1969 Alexa, William E. 
Boring, Gary L. 
Eynon, Richard S. Christopher, Scott A. 
jones, Lindley H. Hartman. Stephen A. 
Kobbervig, judith D. Householter, j. Gregory 
Lewis, Stephen E. jansen, james P. 
Walton, jon D. Kennedy, Mary MC 
Yungman, Bruce A. Kirk, Patrick L. 
Lasseigne, Ted A. 
ClaM ob 1970 Marlowe, Charles F. 
McGraw, ]. Philip 
Desenberg, Louis A. Peters, john W. 
Hagen, Henry C. Podell, Kenneth E. 
Kocher, j ohn A. Pomeroy, joseph H. 
Swanson, Robert L. Rush, Michael D. 
Todd, Stephan K. Schoenle, Paul D. 
Vegter, J. Robert Wenske, Paul L. 
Westensee, john H. 
ClaM ob 1971 
ClaM ob 1974 
Alfredson, David M. 
Bloom, A. Dale Ansorge, Howard ]. 
Butterfield, David A. Bartelt, Jr., Robert L. 
Hughes, john E. Bierma, Lloyd 
johnson, j ay C. Bowman, Gerald E. 
Locke, Thomas S. Campbell , Ronald E. 
Roegge, james F. Davison, Jr., E. Frederick 
Schmidt, Nelson E. Defferding, Wayne C. 
Sisson, George H. Eich, Jr., Edwin W. 
Snyder, Stephen R. Evans, Donald]. 
Topolka, Paul G. Fishman, Donald B. 
Utter, Thomas C. Hennig, Gene H. 
Walsh, Ill , George J. Hoehner, john F. 
Hollenbeck, David L. 
johnson, j ames A. 
This year, we added 113 new alumni donors to our list of 
annual yivers. and, with an averaye yift of S28o. 
raised over S24.ooo more than last year 
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Junek, Ronald L. 
Keller, Jr. , William G. 
Kirkland, Jr., Alfred Y. 
Kratzke, William P. 
Liu, George H. 
Loesche, Marc C. 
Luekens, Jeffrey 
Maki, Forrest 0 . 
McClintock, Thomas L. 
Meints, Paul A. 
Petersen, Gary H. 
Rau, Mark E. 
Craven, Susan J. 
England, john M. 
French, Gregory S. 
Horeled, john] . 
Kaiser, Ill, Randall R. 
Mailers, Peter G. 
McWilliams, Melvin S. 
Nuechterlein, Christopher 
Rathert, Kenneth A. 
Class Honors 
Ruge, Thomas R. 
Young, Barbara A. 
Every Class since 1947 participated this year ·· alony 
with the earlier classes of 1929, 1936 t 1942 
Greatest Class Investment Award 
First Place: Class of 197 4 
Second Place: Class of 1982 
Third Place: Class of 1977 
Most Investors Award: 
First Place: Class of 1968 
Second Place: Class of 1956 
Third Place: Class of 1971 
Rucinski, Thomas E. ClaM ob 1977 
Seibert, Roger H. 
Webber, Sr., Thomas W. Allen, David ]. 
Bromann, Scott D. 
ClaM ob 1975 Bryan, Mark P. 
Bush, Michael K. 
Aim, David W. Carberry, George W. 
Bremer, Mark j . Foelber, David A. 
Brinkley, Il l , Robert H. Fredericksen, Chris L. 
Cook, Robert G. Garcia, Raul ]. 
Deck, Gregory A. Gienapp, Marcia L. 
Fusco, Anthony]. Hoffman, Thomas K. 
Guttenberg, Eric P. King, Gary P. 
II ten, Mark 0 . Lee, john D. 
Murphy, Robert]. Longer, William ]. 
Patrick, Diane T. Lyman, Gregory R. 
Sowles, Marcia K. Milks, David A. 
Sutton, Dean L. Murphey, Patrick A. 
Murto, Thomas A. 
ClaM ob 1976 Rosscup, Shawn E. 
Rucker, Jr., Robert D. 
Avery, David j . Schlesinger, Paul]. 
Bork, Jeffrey S. Travers, Robert M. 
Calver, Merlin G. Warkoczeski, Larry S. 
Castillo, jose C. Yandt, Eric F. 
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Boos, Arthur C. 
Craig, Rhonda P. 
Garber, john M. 
Hessler, Peter A. 
Hunt, Christopher B. 
King, Steven E. 
Mahoney, Mark]. 
Morow, jewell]. 
Olson, Jill L. 
Roehrdanz, james W. 
Schnack, Kent R. 
Selund, Jr., Robert B. 
Simon, Fred A. 
Tuuk, Stephen M. 
Vanderburg, Keith A. 
Vogelzang, Jr., William 
ClaM ou 1979 
Babcock, Gregory T. 
Coffee, Richard P. 
Cohen Kahn, Lis L. 
Handlon, Michael C. 
Hilmer, Charles A. 
Kellock, Susan 
Kovanda, Gary L. 
Livarchik, George R. 
Smith, john 5. 
Sutherland, Barbara L. 
Wehrenberg, Dan 
Wright johnson, She IIi 
ClaM ou 1980 
Appel, David C. 
Buckler, Sharon A. 
Hailer, judith M. 
Nugent, Jr., Richard F. 
Ostojic, Daniel 
Rogers, Robert E. 
Sauerteig, Paul 0 . 
Schoon, Eugene A. 
Sonne, Ill, Irvin H. 
Thanas, Thomas A. 
Vega, Gregory A. 
ClaM ou 1981 
Braatz, David E. 
Caflisch, Robert]. 
Chael, Paul R. 
Cichowski, Curtis W. 
Kolbe, David C. 
Langer, Michael A. 
Leimer, jacqueline A. 
Portenga, Roy ]. 
Yox, Raymond A. 
ClaM ou 1982 
Brandes, Roy 
Camafreyta Bukata, Marta 
Canonie, james D. 
Carberry, Mark T. 
Cerven, David 
Cowlin, james S. 
Daley, Roger W. 
Fase, Celeste L. 
Galyen, jeffrey D. 
Gilfillan, Paul P. 
Grisham, Debra M. 
Holub, David W. 
Kavadias Schneider, Diane 
Leonard, Paul A. 
Malmstrom, Carl E. 
Meisner, Roland D. 
Meyer, Dennis D. 
Newhouse, Eileen]. 
Rich, Stephen G. 
Rooth, Barry D. 
Siekert, Friedrich A. 
Squyres, Mary M. 
Stravers, Randall C. 
T'Kindt, Brian]. 
Thornton, Lucretia A. 
Vance, Ruth C. 
Avila, Daniel 
Bruce, Kenneth R. 
Clark, Michael P. 
English Cerven, Leane E. 
Forbes, David L. 
Forsythe, Clarke D. 
Gilchrist Campbell , Heather 
Hamilton, Thomas R. 
Harrington, Patrick K. 
Hires, jack M. 
Kolbus, james W. 
Kouros, joan 
Kucinski , Paul W. 
Nieter, Daniel P. 
Pease, Lizbeth W. 
Ryan Taylor, jane M. 
Salmon, Bradley j . 
Smits, Steve P. 
Theodoros, Perry W. 
Veracco Schrader, Lisa 
Wehling, Katharine E. 
Cla66 ou 1984 
Barber, Scott D. 
Corneille, john R. 
Forbes, Katherine R. 
Graf. Michael R. 
Kirkwood, Leeanna K. 
Newhouse, Timothy R. 
Nichols, Wade R. 
Rinkenberger, Gwenn R. 
ClaM ou 1987 
Buoscio, Roberta C. 
Coldiron, Cindy A. 
Ivers, William N. 
Kramer, Claudia 
Newhouse, julie A. 
Sykes, Jr., RobertS. 
Taylor, Linda D. 
Willis, Lewis E. 
This year alone. your ~ifts sponsored. in full. projects such as: 
Our national championship team of Paul Richards and Chad 
Schiefelbein at the Sutherland Intellectual Property Moot Court 
Competition 
Research ~rant awards to Professors Blomquist. Dooley. Lind. 
Carter. and Adams. 
The completion of the Wesemann Computer Network. indudin~ 
much needed faculty and student computer up~rades and 
enhancements. 
The participation of students Daryl Witherspoon and Tricia 
Lapitan as teach in~ assistants in the summer national CLEO 
pro~ram. 
- The expansion of our Career Services pro bono operation. 
These are just a few examples of what. but for your support. 
would have been unfunded dreams of the past academic year. 
Buche, Craig M. 
Christofeno, Michael A. 
Dessau, Randy S. 
Fitzgerald, Eileen R. 
Gallios, Aris ] . 
Hale Lucas, Deborah L. 
Harris, Frank W. 
Longwell, john E. 
Thorlton, Timothy j . 
Vaughan, Charles V. 
Zuck Newhouse, Kristan A. 
ClaM ou 1986 
Crane, Betty j . 
Glass, Amy G. 
Golobish Messner, Terri M. 
Guest, Thomas D. 
jones, Wanda E. 
Kohlhoff, Paul M. 
Lail , Cindy K. 
Lucas, Michael R. 
Murray, jr., P. Thomas 
Ruther ford, Mark W. 
Spalding, D. Andrew 
ClaM ou 1988 
Colon, Mark j. 
Densford, Thomas E. 
Doelling, Jr., Robert E. 
Frazier, Ronald W. 
Gross-Hansen, Derla 
Gunning, jeffrey F. 
Kwasneski-Scott, Eve S. 
Moultrie, Cheryl L. 
Newhouse, Tracy ]. 
Rhoades, Mary jane 
Scott, Robert B. 
Thrall, Larry E 
Warning, Brett L. 
ClaM ou 1989 
Baker, Timothy A. 
Costas, H. Jonathon 
Dahm, Nadine R. 
jark, Heidi B. 
Kundrat, A. Ted 
Loker, joseph 0. 
Overman, Adrian L. 
Rustmann, Daniel R. 
Sturm, jeffrey S. 
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ClaM ob 1990 Cla66 ob 1993 Class of 1967: $2,5oo.oo Sanchez, Manuel 
Class of 1968: $5.975.00 Shaffer. Thomas L. 
Adams. Susan Allen. Jr .. Larry j. Class of 1969: $J.o7s.oo Smith. Lisa 
Brooks. Samuel Anderson, Kevin Class of 1970: $1,01o.oo Smoot, james 
Clark, David Baker. Mark W. Class of 1971: $5,095.00 Sullivan, Jr., Frank 
Donaldson. William C. Boodt, Bradley N. Class of 1972: $2,300.00 Tengblad, Sandy 
Ezell Polizzotto. julie Flynn. Jr .. jerome T. Class of 1973: $2.3oo.oo Vandercoy, David 
Marcus, Janna Glaser, Anne M. Class of 1974: $4,350.00 Watts, Timothy 
Moran, Thomas Kotarski . Elizabeth T. Class of 1975: $2,6oo.oo Zoladz, jan 
Polizotto, Dominic McColly, Amy L. Class of 1976: $2,445.00 
Morton, Andrew B. Class of 1977: $2,795.00 Law Finn6. Corporation6 & 
ClaM ob 1991 Perrero, Bryan M. Class of 1978: $1 ,65o.oo Foundation6: 
Rantisi, Naheel M. Class of 1979: $1,045.00 
Andres. M. Catherine Swanson, Eric R. Class of 1980: $1.450.00 3M 
Berkowitz. jonathan Whiteman, Kelly j . Class of 1981: $2,675.00 Aid Association Lutherans 
Brown. Kristi Class of 1982: $2,750.00 Allegheny Ludlum 
Brown Frost, Laura ClaM ob 19 94 Class of 1983: $J.415.oo Amoco Foundation 
Fore, Allen Class of 1984: $soo.oo Bank of Highland 
Holscher, Marilyn Decker. Adam D. Class of 1985: $670.00 Barnett Banks Trust Co .. NA 
King. Michael Dobbertin, judith L. Class of 1986: $925.00 Bristol Myers Squibb 
Kuechenberg, Cheryl A. Faehner. Michael j. Class of 1987: $440.00 Brunswick Corporation 
LaLone, Douglas Jacob. Kathleen L. Class of 1988: $1 ,275.00 Conrail 
Lewycky, Alexandria jones. Courtney A. Class of 1989: $1,040.00 First Chicago 
Oppliger Baker. Cynthia Kritlow, Colleen M. Class of 1990: $455.00 George A. Bates Memorial 
Riethmeier, julie L. Leonard. William j. Class of 1991: $957.50 Foundation 
Strouse. Paul A. Lorenz Jr. , Vernon E. Class of 1992: $87o.oo Hoeppner. Wagner G Evans 
Talmadge, Tara L. Markham, Kelly R. Class of 1993: $450.00 Ice Miller Donadio [, Ryan 
Vlachos. Christopher M. Meyer, Lisa S. Class of 1994: $875.00 International Paper Co. Fdn 
Michna, Carol JCPenney Company 
ClaM ob 1992 Nefstead. Robyn A. Friend6. Faculty & Stabb: john Hancock 
Pandora, Leigh Ann Lutheran Brotherhood 
Beznoska, Christy S. Penosky, Mary B. Dooley, Laura Mabel Burchard Fischer Grant 
Conover, Garrett V. Slater. jennifer A. Ehren. Jr., Charles A. Foundation 
DeBosh. james S. Steinfink, jacob M. Feld, Derek K. Mayer, Brown G Plat t 
Engelbrecht. Kay A. Tepikian, Bruce R. Freeman, joyce Northwestern Mutual Life 
Hill, Kristen D. Yelkovac, Peter G. Gaffney, Edward M. Norwest Bank Indiana, N.A. 
Keith. Thomas A. Goodman. Naomi Philips Electronics NA Corp 
LaFuse. Christopher L. Giving by ClaM Year6: Gordan, Elias M. Quaker Oats Foundation 
Massa, judith A. Classes of the 192o's and 193o's: Greenhagen. Marie Rockwell International 
Miller. Phillip L. $475.00 Gromley, Norma E. State Farm Insurance Co. 
Raff. Robin R. Classes of the 1940's: $3,560 Hardy, David j . Texas Instruments 
Read, David C. Classes of the 195o's: $23.o6po Holterhoff, Sally US West 
Smolnicky Read. Karen M. Class of 1960: $55o.oo J ass. Kristin E. USX Foundation 
Stesiak, jeffrey j. Class of 1961: $65o.oo Lind. joEIIen 
Wyatt, Rebecca L. Class of 1962: $1,325.00 Moore, Elaine M. 
Zhao, Xiao-Hua Class of 1963: $900.00 Moskowitz, Seymour 
Class of 1964: $425.00 Myers. David 
Class of 1965: $790.00 Persyn, Mary 
Class of 1966: $soo.oo Rees, Warren 
I'd like to wrap up this campai~n with a word of encoura~ement. I have lon~ supported the School of Law and will continue to do so. But 
after my year as Chairman of the DAC, I have an even ~reater understandin~ of just how important annual alumni support is. Those of you 
who are re~ular partners in our mission, make sure VUSL hears from you a~ain next year. And to those of you who have not yet made that 
commitment - I wholeheartedly recommend startin~ the habit in the 1995-1996 Campai~n. Invest in your law de~ree by investin~ in the 
people who made it possible. Geor~e Hass 
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CHifF ]USTIC£ WILLIAM RfHNQUIST 
Though commencement weekend is always a high 
point at the law school, this year's event received 
national attention as William H. Rehnquist, Chief justice 
of the United States, delivered the keynote address at 
the 1995 commencement ceremony. The Chapel of the 
Resurrection was packed with the friends and family of 
VUSL's largest ever graduating class- 171 men and 
women - to hear the Chief justice's remarks. 
With the Chapel's magnificent stained 
glass windows as a backdrop, Rehnquist 
admonished the graduates to under-
stand the value of time in their pro-
fessional and personal lives and to 
use their "free time" with care. 
"Those of you here today who have 
so far done little or nothing except 
attend school may well have the feel-
ing that time is something of which you 
have an inexhaustible supply," he said. 
"Take it from one who has been on this 
planet a good deal longer than most of 
you - that is not the case. 
"Time is a wasting asset, and most of us 
realize it too late to avoid spending a lot of 
it unwisely," Rehnquist said, challenging the 
graduates to consider their choices with care. 
"Another way to look at life is as a great shopping 
mall, not the usual kind where goods are purchased with 
money, but one where such things as worldly success, 
love of music, enjoyment of a painting, a six handicap in 
golf, a close relationship with your daughter, and other 
similar things are for sale. 
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"But the commodity with which they are purchased is 
not money but time. And quite contrary to the way the 
capitalist system works with money and goods, every 
one of us is given exactly the same amount to time in 
each hour, and in each day, and in each year. 
"It is a limited amount, and it is impossible for any-
one to be so rich in 'time' that he can enjoy every single 
one of the things which time may buy. 
Moreover, time cannot be saved, nor does 
it earn interest. So there is a choice to 
be made," Rehnquist concluded. 
Class Advisor, Professor Bruce 
Berner, also spoke to the graduates, 
reeling off 'The Top 10 Pieces of 
Advice for the Class of 1995." Coming 
in at number 10 was the admonition, 
"Listen carefully to your clients. You can 
learn more from them than they can from 
you." At number 8, "Withdraw immediately 
from any case in which you are required to 
address the judge as 'Your Honor,' but the 
opposing lawyer gets to call him 'Sparky."' 
Number 2 on the list, "Remember that you are 
the last class who had the honor of learning 
from our dear, departed colleague, Professor 
Charlie Gramley. Don't let him down." And top-
ping Berner's list at number 1, 'We loved having you. 
You got an education. Today you get a degree. There's 
just one thing left for you do to: Get a life!" 
iLluMration by matt 6tevem 
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VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW 
GRADUATING CLASS OF 1995 
Dominique Alexandre 
Mary Rose Annerino 
Ann Marina Antommaria 
Pellegrino 
Melinda Rae Baas 
Daniel Andrew Barfield A 
Ruth Ann Batey 
Christopher Robert Becker 
Amy Laurel Beese 
Michael john Bellich 
jeffrey David Best • 
jessica Anne Bowman 
Clare Eve Bradley 
Galen Andrew Bradley 
jody L. Bremmer 
Christine Michelle Brookbank · 
Norman Louis Burggraf, Jr. • 
Dionne Michelle Carroll • 
Beth Ann CasbonN 
Tracey Renee Cassens 
Heike Kristina Cockerill 
Christie Lynn Collier 
Kevin William Condon 
Charles jefferson Cragen 
Charles Robert Curtis 
Andrew Murdock David 
M. Suzann Davids 
Timothy William DeGroote 
julie Ann Demange 
Richard D. DiTomaso • 
Donald R. Dixon 
Eric Domfe • 
julie Noelle Darn# 
Christine Carol Drager# 
Heather Susan Draves N 
Veronica Ann Dross 
Mitchell j. Edlund 
Thomas Scot Ehrhardt 
Sherry Faubion 
Erika josefine Faulkner 
Ryan james Fegan 
D. Tyler Fellows 
Elihu Daniel Feustel 
Ronald David Fiet 
Stephen Edward Finley 
julie Anne Florek 
Elizabeth Ann FlynnN 
Thomas Edward Fowler, Jr. 
Christopher David Fox 
Marian Catherine Frazzini 
Michael E. Fromm 
Catherine joan Fruchey 
Christina Maria Gackenheimer 
Kathryn Elizabeth Gately# 
Scott Ronald Geddes 
David Stephen Gladish 
Michael Todd Graham· 
jonathan Douglas Groll 
Marlene Guth 
Stephanie jane Hahn 
Deborah Ann Hajek 
Amy Lea Hansen A 
jody Lynn Hansen 
Shelly Vaughn Harris 
Michael Bradley Hayworth 
Edward Wilson HearnN 
Tracy Ann Helmer 
jennifer Elaine Herman 
Nathan Edward Hessler 
Heather Michelle Hobbs 
David Richard Hoffman 
Chris Allen Houghtaling 
jeffrey Allen j azgar 
Karen Elizabeth j enkins# 
Keith Mitchell johnson 
Yvette Christine johnson-
Hardwick 
Michael William j ordan 
Kathleen Mary Kane 
Bernadette Willa Keller 
jeanne Brock Kelly 
Rehan Naeem Khawaja 
Robin Vanessa King 
james Richard Knapp 
john jacob Kobus, Jr.# 
Christopher Todd Koenig 
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Frank Pete Kostouros Steven Thomas Meier Amy Reinsch Saldanha Dawn Marie Welkie# 
Leslie Kralis David Brian Melton Lori Ann Sanders David W. Westland# 
jack Alan Kramer· Leanne Marie Metzcus Yuki Sato Charles Patrick White 
Renee Hemby Kuhs james Raymond Mills N. jean Schendel • Tess Alain White 
David john Kuker A Anne Michaeleen Morgan Steven john Schryver Bernita Diane Williams 
Richard W. Schulte Debra Ellen Williams 
Jill Susan Seddon# Steven Robert Williams • 
Sharon Ann Sergeant Barry Duane Wingard 
Angela joan Sorrell Michael Brian Winter 
Philip Christian Spahn Daryl Bernard Witherspoon 
Christopher jay Spanos • Renee' M. Zak 
Kevin Scott Sprecher Kenneth Mathias Zuber 
Melissa A. Stefanovich 
Marshall joseph Subach# 
Shawn Charles Swope 
Patricia Ann Lamb Catherine Ann Muller 
jenelle Elizabeth Langen Robert D. Null A 
Tricia Somchay-Vergara Lapitan Blair Timothy O'Connor • 
Marjorie Howard Lawyer' jonathan Paul Olson 
justin Argire Lebamoff Bruce Daniel Parent 
Michael Donald Lee jennifer Lynn Pastori 
Stephanie Kathleen Lehmann Ronald Gustave Pellegrino 
Andrew Myron Liefer Peter P Petros 
john Aaron Link Raymond john Pezzullo Jr. 
Scott Alan Lipke Mitchell Edward Pippin 
Margaret Marie Loitz# Allen Carl Platt Ill • 
Scott Alan Loitz Manda Sue Popovich 
jeffrey Allen Majerek Robert Merle Powell 
jennifer Lynne Markavitch' Boris Kendall Prentiss 
Margaret Robinson Martin • Roberta Sue Price 
Douglas David Martz john Ralph Prokos 
lise Katrina Masselink Stephen Howard Andrew Szocka 
Melissa Ann Massier David john Richards A Tricia Grace Taylor 
Daniel Walter Matern Paul joseph Richards Wayne Hartsfield Taylor 
Christine McAsey jeanine Lara Riedl Michael Bruce Thompson 
Casey] . McCloskey Lori A. Ripberger Nathaniel Arnold Turner 
Patrick M. McFadden Ronald Rosenfeld • Peter Paul VanderVelde# 
Craig Terrance McKenzie Ashley A. Rozek J. Robert Vegter Ill # =Cum Laude 
Earlford Foy McNaughton • Patricia Ruiz • = Magna Cum Laude Katherine Lynn Wallem 
A 
= Summa Cum Laude Pamela Anne Mehta William Dorn Ryan Kerry Anne Weber 
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inated in the category of labor fJ employ- 1979 
ment law and appears in the current edition Frederick Dudderar was recently named a 
of the Minne6ota Bu6ine66 Guidebook to "Leading Attorney" by his peers as a result 
class actions 
Law & Leading Attomey6. Roger is a part-
ner in the Minneapolis, Minnesota, firm of 
Peterson. Bell, Converse fJ jensen P.A. 
1971 
jame6 F. Roegge was recently named a 
of a statewide survey of lawyers conducted 
by the publisher of Guidebooks to Law fJ 
Leading Attorneys. Frederick practices with 
the Duluth, Minnesota, firm of Hanft, 
O'Brien, Harries, Swelbar fJ Burns, P.A. 
'leading Attorney" by his peers as a result With apologies from the Editor, the Amicu6 
of a statewide survey of lawyers conducted is proud to announce that]ohn Scott Smtth 
by the publisher of Guidebook6 to Law & 
Leading Attomey6. Roegge is currently a 
partner with the Minnesota firm of Meagher 
fJ Geer. 
1973 
Robert Truitt has been appointed Magistrate 
of the Starke Circuit Court in Knox, Indiana. 
1975 
Mary Ruda6ic6 Harper has been re-elected 
France6 Tilton Weaver (above) was to the Board of Directors of the Indiana 
honored with a reception at Wesemann Hall 
in thanks for the donation of her "legal his-
tory" to the School of Law. Frances' gift 
included her 1925 diploma. Illinois and 
Indiana State Supreme Court Bar Admission 
Certificates, Leach Centennial First Woman 
Award, and a letter she received from 
justice Sandra Day O'Connor following her 
visit here last April. Also, Frances recently 
completed endowment of the Frances Tilton 
Weaver Scholarship at Valparaiso University 
judges Association. Harper, who is serving 
her 10th year on the bench, represents the 
2nd District of Indiana, which includes 
judges in Porter, LaPorte, jasper, Starke and 
Newton counties. The association works 
towards better and simpler administration 
of justice and hopes to establish and main-
tain clearer, more uniform procedures in all 
courts. 
School of Law. 1977 
Mark Bryan is currently the owner and 
1954 CEO/ President of Focus Resources and 
Ru66 Shockey has joined Wheat Ridge Bryan Multinational, both in Clearwater, 
Ministries as an area representative for the Florida. Focus Resources is a business 
greater Chicago area. development firm and Bryan Multinational 
is an international distribution company. 
is the "mystery alumnus" standing next to 
Professor Emeritus AI Meyer at Homecoming 
West 1994 (above.) Many thanks to all, and 
especially George Livarchik, for pointing out 
our omission. 
1980 
Norman Breen has moved to San Diego, 
California, where he has been named Senior 
Counsel with McDougal and Associates. 
1981 
Mark Van £pp ·6 firm, Van Epps fJ Van Epps, 
announces the relocation of its office to: 
318 North Water Street, Owosso, Michigan 
48867. 
1983 
jon Abernathy and his wife. Lee. are pleased 
Roger jenun was recently named a 1978 to announce the birth of their third daughter, 
'leading Attorney" by his peers as a result Stephen M. Tuuk has joined the Grand Grace Lee. on September 27, 1994. Grace joins 
of a statewide survey of lawyers conducted Rapids, Michigan, firm of Miller. johnson, sisters Caroline, age 8, and Laura, age 4· 
by the publisher of Guidebook6 to Law & Snell fJ Cumminskey, P.L.C. as Of Counsel. 
Leading Attomey6. 2000 Minnesota attar- Stephen will be adding his experience in the 
neys were asked the question. "To whom area of Corporate, Insurance and General 
would you recommend a friend or family Business law. (specifically, securities, 
member in need of legal assistance?" Only mergers and acquisitions. and business 
the most often recommended attorneys 
were selected as 'leading Attorneys," rep-
resenting less than 5% of practicing 
Minnesota attorneys. Mr. jensen was nom-
financing, including corporate law for insur-
ance companies and risk financing). Mr. 
Tuuk was formerly with Miller, Canfield. 
Paddock fJ Stone. 
cla66 action6 
Commerce for I995· Brian is a partner with 
the Valparaiso firm of Douglas, Alexa, 
Koeppen ii Hurley. 
general legal practice with a concentration 
in the ares of tax and corporate and estate 
planning for individuals and small business. 
Previously, Paul served for seven years as a 
trial attorney with the Office of Chief 
Counsel with the Internal Revenue Service 
in Nashville, Tennessee. 
Randy Rubb and Debbie Schavey RuM are 
pleased to announce the birth of their son, 
jason Robert Ruff, on April 9, I995· Randy is 
a partner with the Chicago firm of DeHann ii 
Richter and Debbie is a partner with Keck, 
Clarke For6ythe (above) has become the Mahin ii Cate in Chicago. 
President of Americans United for Life (AUL) 
in Chicago, Illinois. Mark Rutherbord was recently elected to 
Cynthia and David Kent are pleased to 
announce the birth of their daughter, Leah 
Louise, on September 2I, I993· She joins 
brother joshua, 4 years old (above) 
198-4 
U.S. Representative Steve Buyer has been 
selected as one of 30 members to serve on a 
congressional health care task force which 
will advise the Speaker of the House on 
health care reform initiatives. 
Lee Dodd (bormerly Patricia Humphrey) is 
the first woman to be appointed as the 
Sangamon County (IL) First Assistant State's 
Attorney. She will handle felony cases and 
manage areas of the office that deal with 
juvenile cases and probation violations. 
Dodd will also oversee intake, where 
citizen complaints are heard and police 
reports reviewed before charges are filed. 
}o6eph jen6en (above) has been named res- the director on the Board of Directors of the 
ident partner in May, Oberfell ii Lorber's National junior Tennis League of Indianapolis. 
new Elkhart office. jensen, a member of the 
firm's South Bend office since I988, will 
continue to concentrate his practice in the 
areas of environmental and commercial 
litigation, insurance law, and product 
liability defense. 
Daniel Leadley and h16 w1be France6 Pitt6 
Leadley (VUSL '85), joyfully announce the 
arrival of their daughter, Sarah Frances, on 
May 22, I994· 
Lance Ry6kamp was elected as a Lake 
County (IN) Councilman, representing Lake 
County's 4th District. Lance defeated a I6 
year incumbent, and began his new position 
january I, I995, leaving the Highland Town 
Council on which he had served for the last 
three years. He is also beginning a public 
relations consulting business in Highland, 
Indiana. 
1987 
Porter County (IN) has chosen Gwe·m Margaret l\.1urphy has left active duty in the 
Rinkenberger as its first full -time county US Army and has taken a position as a civil-
attorney. Rinkenberger had been the Chief ian attorney at Fort Richardson, Alaska. 
Deputy Porter County Prosecutor since 
I99I, prosecuting some of the county's high- Holland ii Knight announces that Monique 
est profile murder cases. Spott6 joh n6on has been named a partner 
in its Lakeland, Florida, office. Monique 
Greta St1rling Friedman and her husband 
have recentl y had their second child, 
Alexander Stirl ing Friedman. He joins 5 
year old Margaux Alexandra. Friedman 
continues her work in the LaPorte, Indiana 
law firm of Yandt ii Friedman doing civil 
and criminal work as well as the county's 
CHINS work. 
1986 
Robert D. Brown has been made a partner 
with the Merri llville, Indiana, fi rm of 
Spangler, jennings ii Dougherty. Robert has 
two children - Megan, 7, and Scott 3-
practices in the areas of tax-exempt 
municipal finance, including general 
revenue bonds, industrial development 
bonds, and multi-family and single-family 
housing bonds. 
Linda Taylor and her husband, j ohn, 
announce the birth of their daughter, Katie 
Anne, in February I994· She joins her three 
year old sister, jennifer. Linda and John 
are completing an LL.M. program in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, and remain on active 
duty in the Judge Advocate General's Corps. 
1988 
Bnan Hurley has been elected Chairman of Paul Kohlhobb has opened a law practice in (ynthw Rockwell was promoted to partner 
effective january I, I995, with the Fort the Board of the Valparaiso Chamber of Chesterton, Indiana. He will specialize in 
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Wayne, Indiana, firm of Haller & Colvin, P.C. 
Following graduation, she served as a law 
clerk to the Hon. William C. Lee, j udge, 
United States District Court for the Northern 
District of Indiana, Fort Wayne Division. 
She joined Haller & Colvin in I990. Rockwell 
concentrates her practice in the areas of 
employment and civil rights litigation. 
1989 
J• d rJ ·e has been named a partner 
in the Hamilton County (IN) law firm of 
Church, Church, Hittle & Antrim, as of 
january I, I995· 
P· I I r has thrown his hat into the ring 
and declared his candidacy for mayor of 
Valparaiso. 
c practices with the Grand 
Rapids, Michigan, firm of Dykema Gossett. 
He and his wife, Kristin, have two children, 
Hannah & Nathaniel. 
1990 
Robert Da \60W has become a partner in the 
sports & entertainment law firm of Siegel, 
Eberhardt, Carter & Dassow in Indianapolis, 
Indiana. Some of the firm's clients include 
members of the San Diego Padres and 
Houston Astros baseball teams. 
\ 11 a kt1 tnc Gordor received her LL.M. 
in Health Law from DePaul University 
College of Law in February, I995· Her arti-
cle, "Advance Directives Revisited -
Proposal to Amend Illinois Laws Regarding 
Advance Directives" is scheduled for publi-
cation in the journal of Health and 
Ho6pital Law. 
,l a 1d lTC cr is an Assistant Attorney 
general in Minnesota. He also teaches at 
William Mitchell College of Law in St. Paul. 
Paul writes that he has "taken up shape-note 
singing with great enthusiasm" and that he 
plays banjo and accordion for his own enjoy-
ment and at small dances & parties. 
•992 
[ •a 1 4 1 E 1 is working as an analyst for 
Aries Capital Group, Inc., a merchant bank, 
in Los Angeles, California. 
·c.re. e r has become associated with 
the Valparaiso, Indiana, firm of Hoeppner, 
Wagner & Evans and will concentrate his 
practice in litigation. Previously, jeffrey 
served as a law clerk to the judges of the 
Second Circuit Court in Berrien County, 
Michigan. 
After completing his clerkship for the Hon. 
Robert D. Rucker and the Hon. john G. Baker 
on the Indiana Court of Appeals, ChriMopher 
abt·M has been appointed Deputy Attorney 
General - Criminal Appeals for the Office of 
the Attorney General of Indiana. 
\ 1 c k ·e 11ader and her husband are 
pleased to announce the birth of their 
daughter, Katherine, on March I5, I995· 
Amy is an associate in the South Bend, 
Indiana, office of Baker & Daniels. 
J...a hrvn ·\1ak ·a was recently honored as a 
center volunteer trainer by the Indiana Law 
Enforcement Training Center. She instructs 
police departments throughout Porter 
County (IN) regarding cases of domestic vio-
lence. Kathryn is a Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney for Porter County. 
claM action1 
\ c lwe Sl •a joined the felony division of 
the Cook County State's Attorneys Office in 
june of I995· 
jantne Sutton Hooley and her husband, 
jerry, welcomed their third child, Catherine 
Diane, on November 11, I994- She joins 
Christine, 8, and john 2. janine works in 
program development and consulting for 
the Michigan City Chamber of Commerce, 
Kingswood Hospital, and the CATCH 
(Continuous Access to Comprehensive 
Health) for Kids Program. In addition, she 
maintains a busy part-time law practice. 
r/( e l.."av ~~eck and her husband, Dan, 
are the happy and proud parents of 
Cassandra Kayla, born january 30, I995· 
Carlene resigned from the McHenry County 
(IL) State's Attorney Office so that she could 
be home to care for Dan and Cassie. 
1994 
[nc Cle6Iel6kl has joined the staff of the 
Marshall County Prosecutor's Office in 
Plymouth, Indiana. 
flele'1 Co to6 is an Assistant State's 
Attorney for the Cook County (IL) State's 
1991 Attorneys Office in Chicago. 
ar1 tie ·1 " • passed the Florida Bar J.llt6on Rile_y \r de on has recently joined 
and relocated to the sunshine state. He's 
currently working as Staff Counsel to the 
Liberty Mutual Insurance Company in their 
Miami offices. 
•bil1 f 'E and her husband, 
Michael, are pleased to announce the birth 
,f their first child, Theodore Frederick, on 
'arch 6, I995· julie is an editor with 
la .,yers Cooperative Publishing. 
her father, Michael Riley, in the practice of 
law in Rensselaer, Indiana. Allison' mother, 
Patricia Riley, was appointed to the Indiana 
Court of Appeals in I994· 
•avid }oh 6• n (photo) announces his mar-
riage to Monica Henry on April 22, I995 in 
Garland, Texas. David passed the Texas Bar 
exam is currently employed as a legal coun 
selor for the employees of Frito Lay in 
Plano, Texas. 
J.nselina \-1ox has accepted a position with 
the Public Defender's Office in Woodstock, 
Illinois, and has recently become engaged 
to Scott Scarpelli ('94), an attorney with the 
firm of Blatt, Hammesfahr & Eaton, in 
Chicago & London. 
Fulbright & Jaworski L.L.P. has added 
'-1£ 1 •b' as an associate in the International 
Department in the firm's Hong Kong office. 
3 
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Newby, who is fluent in both written and 
spoken Mandarin Chinese, previously 
worked for the U.S. Department of 
Commerce, both in the United States and 
in China. 
1995 
Dan1el A. Bart1eld has accepted an 
Associate's position with Kightlinger fJ 
Gray in Evansville, Indiana. 
Douglao Martz will serve as a Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney in the Grant County 
Prosecuting Attorney's Office, Marion, 
Indiana. 
floe Maooelmk has joined the firm of 
julie Ann Demange has joined Ruman, Cholette, Perkins fJ Buchanan in Grand 
Clements, Tobin fJ Holub in Hammond, Rapids, Michigan, as an associate. 
Indiana as an associate. 
Richard DiTomaoo will practice as an 
associate for Querrey fJ Harrow, Ltd. in 
Chicago, Illinois. 
Chriotine McAoey has accepted a position 
as an attorney with the Will County Public 
Defender's Office in joliet, Illinois. 
Robert Null has become associated with 
Chnotme Drager will serve as a judicial Baker fJ Daniels in South Bend, Indiana. 
Clerk for judge james Singleton, U.S. 
District Court in Anchorage, Alaska. john Prokoo testified on behalf of the 
Indiana Wildlife Federation at a public 
jenmter Sackett (above) has recently Erika Faulkner is opening a solo law prac-
joined the jeff Diver Group in Glen Ellyn, tice in Wyoming, Illinois. 
Illinois as an associate member. Her prac-
tice focuses on assisting landfill owners £Iizabeth Ann Flynn has accepted a posi-
and operators with numerous environmen-
tallegal issues, including maintaining com-
pliance with regulations and post-closure 
activities. The jeff Diver Group concen-
trates exclusively in the practice of envi-
ronmental law and provides nationally 
tion with the Assistant State's Attorney in 
Cook County, Chicago, Illinois. 
Am} Hanoen is practicing with the firm of 
Gary L. Lumsden in Roanoke, Virginia. 
available legal services to businesses, insti- Tracy A Helmer has joined the Michigan 
meeting ofthe Indiana Department of 
Environmental Management in Northwest 
Indiana last October. 
David Richardo has joined Hinshaw fJ 
Culbertson in Chicago, Illinois, as an asso-
ciate. 
Kevm Scott Sprecher has joined Frost fJ 
jacobs in Cincinnati, Ohio. 
tutions and local governments. City, Indiana firm of Huelat fJ Gardner as Peter VanderVelde has joined the Chicago, 
N. jean Schendel has recently had two of 
her articles published: "Banking on 
Confidentiality: Should Consumers be 
Allowed Access to the National 
Practitioners Data Bank?" in the j ournal 
ob Health & Hoopital Law, October 1994, 
at 289, and "Will Consumer Access to the 
National Practitioner Data Base Mean 
Better Quality Health Care?" in The 
Indiana Lawyer, October 5, 1994 at 4· j ean 
is employed as an associate with the Fort 
Wayne, Indiana, firm of Rothberg 
Gallmeyer Fruechtenight fJ Logan special -
izing in health care law and civil litigation. 
Lorena T6arnao and her husband, john, 
an associate. 
Chrio Houghtaling will serve as a Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney, for Muskegon 
County, Muskegon, Michigan. Chris was 
one of this year's recipients of VUSL's 
Public Service Grant Awards. 
Karen jenkino will be serving as an attor-
ney in the U.S. Army JAG Corp., Fort 
Belvoir, Virginia. 
MarJone Howard Lawyer has accepted a 
position as judicial Clerk to Chief judge 
john Sharpnack of the Indiana Court of 
Appeals, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
announce the arrival of their daughter, juotin Lebamott will be working at the 
Evie Laurene, born September 22, 1994. Lebamoff Law Offices in Fort Wayne, 
Lorie has joined the Law Offices of Garry Indiana. 
Weiss in Merrillville, Indiana. 
39 
Illinois firm of Hoogerdoorn, Talbot, 
Davids, Godfrey IJ Milligan as an associate. 
j Robert Vegter will serve as a Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney in the Lake County 
Prosecutor's Office, Crown Point, Indiana. 
Daryl Withert>poon will serve as an 
Attorney with the U.S. Army JAG Corp., in 
Fort Belvoir, Virginia. 
In Memoriam 
Willard Lowe 1926 
Frank Lam60n 1951 
Altred Pivarn1k 19.51 
William Troutman 
Charlet> Wickeno 
George Mallert> 
john Thomat> 
19,51 
1952 
1955 
1958 
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please send your professional or personal news to 
the Amlcuo for the winter 1996 class actions sec-
tion. photos (black and white or color) are always 
welcome. 
name: 
address: 
home phone: 
fi rm name: 
firm address: 
fi rm phone: 
news or comments: 
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